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As the scope and volume of pediatric research continue to
expand, protection of children is essential in order to advance
medical knowledge and provide societal benefit. Informed
consent represents a foundational element in the conduct of
pediatric research.1, 2 Our rules that guide informed consent stem
from the Nuremberg trials during which 10 basic tenets were
defined that provide informational parameters for consent to
participate in an experimental study.3 These rules make no
mention of children or specification around consenting on behalf
of children. For consent to qualify as informed, the subject must
receive and understand requisite information that will guide them
in making an autonomous and voluntary decision.1 Obtaining
consent requires informing the subject of his or her rights, the
aims of the study, research procedures, potential risks and benefits
of participation, expected duration of the study, and the extent of
confidentiality. Appropriate transfer of information serves to
provide both legal and ethical protections to both the child and
researcher.2 The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recom-
mends that informed consent be conducted and legal authoriza-
tion be obtained before any research is undertaken in children.4

Informed consent in pediatric research represents a unique
challenge in that it involves adults and children. Depending on
the age of the child, what is needed varies between parent
permission and parent permission with child assent. Despite
evidence that long informed consent forms (ICFs) can negatively
impact potential participants’ understanding of research,5 the
length of ICFs has increased over time.5–7 In this issue, Murray
et al. examine whether a shortened and simplified ICF, accom-
panied by an appendix, improves participant understanding of a
hypothetical neonatal study compared to a conventional ICF.8 The
authors hypothesized that a shortened ICF with an attached
appendix would be equivalent to a conventional ICF in terms of
the understanding of key elements of informed consent.
Furthermore, they hypothesized that parents would find the
shortened ICF easier to read and understand. The authors did not
explore specifically whether the shorter form meets the preferred
needs of the patient and parent. In this study, the authors show
that significantly more parents in the shortened ICF group found
their form “short and to the point.” They also stated the shortened
ICF did not provide enough information (although we do not
know what information was specifically lacking). There were no
significant differences between groups measuring understanding
of central study components. These findings demonstrate the
potential of a shortened ICF with appendix to simplify the process
of informed consent. More broadly, the findings from this study
highlight some of the core controversies in the debate on how to
simplify ICFs, preserve understanding of key concepts, and meet

participant expectations that adequate information has been
provided. We are challenged with an ethical question: is
simplification warranted when personal specification is sacrificed?
The challenge of balancing these aims is further compounded
when informed consent requires both parent and child. In this
commentary, we focus on the processes of informed consent in
pediatrics and the need to study regulatory policy changes to
optimize ICFs in pediatric research.
In an ICF, the research plan of a given study must be clearly

explained with all the details, including procedures, potential
benefits, and risks.2 The ability of parents and children to
comprehend written medical information has been demonstrated
to be variable.2 Estimates show that 14–22% of U.S. adults are
functionally illiterate and even carefully written information can be
difficult to understand.9 In a study on health literacy in the
emergency care setting, 25% of adults had marginal or inadequate
health literacy.10 These findings highlight the concerns influencing
how much and what types of information should be included in
ICFs. When parent understanding is potentially compromised, we
should expect that children may also have difficulties in compre-
hending ICFs. As part of regulatory policy, in addition to parental
agreement to enroll their child into a study, the child (given a certain
age) is also expected to express agreement, termed as “assent.” The
AAP acknowledges children with an intellectual age of 7 years of
age or older as capable of providing assent.11 However, a number of
studies demonstrate that children may be limited in their
comprehension of research and therefore overall capacity to
consent to research. In one study of assent in the setting of a
Hepatitis B vaccine trial, only 56% of children ages 12–17 years of
age demonstrated absolute comprehension.12 In another study on
nutrition with age appropriate information that was explained orally
coupled with written documents, none of the children under 9 years
could describe the purpose of the study.13 In a study by Hein et al.,
investigators tested a competence assessment tool for children
among subjects 6–17 years of age.14 The tool found 37.9% of
children incompetent to give consent, with competence in children
younger than 9.6 years unlikely. Putting these findings in the larger
context of studies on adult health literacy, it is clear that new family-
centered approaches are needed to improve the informed consent
process in pediatric research.
As researchers, ethicists, institutional review boards (IRBs), and

patient advocacy groups debate the theoretical merits of
modifying ICFs, the evidence base for shortening ICFs is slowly
emerging. Shorter ICFs have been shown to be as effective or
better than long ICFs at conveying relevant information and
enhancing participants’ comprehension.5, 15–17 A recent study by
Corneli et al. identified strategies to shorten ICFs in research.18 The
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investigators engaged a diverse set of stakeholders (participants in
a research trial, scientists and staff, community representatives,
research oversight staff, IRB members) to identify concerns with
ICFs, determine strategies to improve ICFs, and anticipate
challenges to implementing such strategies. Three overarching
strategies were identified to reduce the overall length of ICFs: (1)
group study procedures by frequency instead of study visit; (2)
provide reference information about specific study procedures in
appendix; and (3) list duplicative side effects once rather than
listing all side effects for each drug. Barriers listed for implementa-
tion of the three strategies included researcher refusal to make
changes, rigidness of IRBs to accept new approaches, reviewer
expectations for research protocols, and protection from liability.
Despite the existence of this growing literature supporting shorter
ICFs and the strategies to apply, implementation of modifications
to shorten ICFs has not been widely adopted.
The evidence collected to date on ICF length points to research

and policy agendas for optimizing ICFs.18 Future studies could
compare ICFs using the three strategies outlined above to
traditional ICFs in a randomized controlled trial embedded within
actual research studies. It would be valuable to study other
innovative approaches incorporating shortened ICFs including use
of different forms of multimedia for ICF presentation and group
counseling where parents have the opportunity to hear research
information, review research information sheets (i.e., short
explanations of a research study), and interact with the
investigator and other parents to enhance understanding.19–21

Potential outcomes would include participant understanding of
the study, satisfaction with the informed consent process, and
time saved by using a shorter process.18

Additional rigorous research coupled with advocacy efforts to
influence regulatory policy change in how ICFs are written could
promote uptake.2 Patient-centered engagement of research
participants and family advocacy groups will elucidate their
perceptions and comfort with shorter ICFs. This exploration will
help us understand whether a shortened form could be devised to
include preferred elements to meet both required relevant
components for protection and those that support the patient’s
immediate interests, addressing the ethical conundrum of a
comprehensive ICF that is beyond comprehension. Researchers
and study staff who develop ICFs must be educated about
evidence-based strategies to reduce ICF length. There is also a
need to make IRB members and regulatory representatives aware
of current approaches to shortened ICFs as part of continuing
education. With engagement of diverse stakeholders, it is possible
to create an informed consent process that preserves the ethical
and legal principles of human subjects research, maximizes
participant understanding, and promotes a new level of patient-
centered approaches for pediatric research.
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